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Education 
seen as new 
priority 
- 
By WENDY EDEN 
A college education is no longer a secure answer to the 
future. Along with the American economic structure, our 
educational system is faced with dramatic challenges. 
Higher learning establishments have been dramatically 
hit by the thirty-six page report issued by the National 
Commission on excellence in education. The $785,000 
project, begun in 1981 and reporting its findings last April, 
shows that compared with students in other industrialized 
nations, American students are far inferior and unskilled. 
"If we don't turn around education and make it one of our 
top priorities, we shall continue to see the economic decline 
that we've had in this counb'y," commented Terse1 Bell, 
secretary of Education, in an U. S. News and World Report 
interview. Bell believes that the decline is socially 
motivated. "We have more families with two working 
parents and a larger number of single - parented families," 
stressed Bell. 
Recent reports show that state governments are not doing 
the necessary job of handling education. "Public pressure 
ought to bring out more changes at state lcvel. We could 
persuade colleges and universities to set their stasdards in 
such a way #at  students graduating from high school with 
inadequate requirements wouldn't be admitted."said Bell. 
JSU, however is using a different approach. "Admission 
is no guarantee that a degree will ultimately be earned," 
commented Dr. James Reaves, vice president of Academic 
Affairs. This year a freshman English placement exam was 
required for all entering students. For individuals unable to 
produce the basic skills the test required English 100 was 
set up. The three credits earned by the class will not count 
towards a major or minor but will reduce the number of 
elective points. "We hope that by helping these students 
improve they will not only be confident in English but in 
other subjects a s  well," added Dr. Reaves. 
As another graduation requirement at JSU, & pass or fail 
English competence test, will be given during the student's 
junior year. Students with a specific deficiency will be 
provided with instruction. "Hopefully this knowledge will 
enable the students to improve themselves. The most dif- 
ficult group for us to help is those individuals who are not 
prepared either academically or are not motivated," said 
Dr. Reaves. 
Better students are now being urged to become teachers. 
In past years, most students studying to become teachers 
have scored within the bottom twenty-five percent on their 
college - entrance exams. "That shows how far we've 
slipped in making teaching attractive," said Bell. "We need 
to look at ways to attract people into teaching who might 
otherwise use their talents in math or science in other 
careers," added Bell. Revising the teacher certification 
standards that are set by the states is also another way of 
upgrading the system. "Colleges of teacher education 
should demand greater competence in the subject area in 
which the person is going b teach. Student teaching should 
(See EDUCATION, Page 3) 
Dazz Band concert loses $14,960 
By MIKE LNINWON 
News Editor 
At the SGA meeting 
Monday night a major topic 
of discussion was the Dazz 
Band concert. In the vice 
president's report Steve 
Martin said that the RafEino 
Vaughn representative 
stated the concert was 
smoothly run compared to 
other concerts. Martin felt 
that the problem with the 
concert was bad timing since 
there were major concerts 
going on in the state at 
Alabama and Auburn. He 
added that the publicity 
couldn't have been any 
Detter and cited the Chan- 
ticleer's support in ad- 
vertising in the media. 
Martin concluded his 
statements by saying that he 
thought that a lot of people 
wanted an urban con- 
temporary band, but a p  
parently that was not the 
case. another concert with a 
Senator Mike Johnson of different kind of band," 
Dixon dorm asked the SGA stated Kay. He also said that 
later in the meeting how the price per person spent on 
much money the concert the Lambert presentation; 
lost. Morris "Bull" Kay told which was based on the 64 
the student senate that the students who Showed up Was 
concert lost $14, 360. After 30 dollars. The Dazz Band 
the meeting Kay stated that which had around 600 in 
455 tickets were sold to the attendance was 15 dollars 
students and 111 were sold to per person. 
. . 
the general public. 
"We spent the for The SGA also talked about, 
the studknts and we wilihave (See DAZZ BAND, Page 2) 
Stone speaks at Chamber of Commerce 
Dr. Ernest Stone, president emeritus. of Jacksonville 
State University, lectured at  the Albertville W b k r  of 
Commerm last week. The Albertville Chamber Q spon- 
soring a community leadership school w%h classes 
beginning in September and extending through October. 
Stone spoke on the Albertville economy of yesteryear, 
while others spoke on the present and future economy of the 
community. 
Dr. Stone mentioned the kind of people who populated the 
Albertville area in the early years of this century, the in- 
fluence of the Seventh District Agricultural School, and the 
devastating tornado that destroyed Albertville. 
Dr. Stone grew up near Albertville and attended Albert- 
ville High School. He accomplished a great deal in his 48 
years in public education. After his beginning years as a 
high school principal and superintendent in his home area, 
he .served JSU for 21 years as Director of the Laboratory 
Schooh. He then served a four-year term as State 
Superintendent of Education and became President of JSU 
in 1971, serving for ten and a half years. 
Among Ernest Stone's many honors are membership in 
the Alabama Academy of Honor, the International Plat- 
form Association, chairman of the Coundl of University 
Presidents, and president of the Gulf South Conference, as 
wellAas being named Alabama's Outstanding Educator in 
1969. 
Dr. Stone helps recruit students to attend JSU, his 
compensation the continued growth of his alma mater. 
He will discuss politics in higher education on Alabama 
Public Television in the near future. 
# ..?age 2 THE CHAN 
Vote! 
Be sure to vote in the 
elections for homecoming 
queen. The finalists are 
(clockwise, from upper left) 
Susan French, Dawn Lumus, 
B 0 ~ i e  Grey, 'lhena Gibbs, 
and Lisa Reaves. Balloting 
wfll be held at the SGA of- 
fice, 4th floor, TMB. 
Lawler speaks to students 
on health issues , drinking 
By MLKE LNINGSI'ON Facts about drinking include one out of six 
News E&or drinkers becomes dependent on the drug 
Carol Lawler, the campus nume, met with a h h o l  to the extent that it interferes with 
some of the dorm students at the weekly their relationships with themselves, 
Crow Hall dorm meeting. families, jobs and the community. A 
Lawler dimwed the university Minnary pamphlet about drink was also handed out to 
and the free services that are offered in the students. The booklet exalained about 
Poor attendance explored 
By CLAY WARMBROD 
Last year's Pulitzer prize winning jour- 
nalist, Loren Jenkins, spoke here in April. 
Twenty eight people attended. At this year's 
"Macho Mystique" lecture by Harvard 
Professor Dr. Craig Lambert, 64 people 
attended. These and other low turnouts to 
speaking engagements here have the SGA 
concerned. 
Concerning the "Macho" lecture, SGA 
vice president, Steve Martin said "People 
weren't interested." He added though there 
might not have been enough publication 
announcing the event. 
The SGA started a Lyceum Committee 
October 17, to handle publicity for all SGA 
sponsored events. According to Martin, they 
will publicize heavily for events during the 
244 hours prior to showtime. Flyers for the 
shows will be put in the dorms and other 
campus buildings. 
Martin said the SGA has "tried to find out 
what people want this year," but stated 
later often it seems people won't come see 
shows when they are free. The officer said 
charging a dollar admission for lectures 
might promote greater attendance by 
reverse psychology, people thinking it's a 
better show because it costs more to attend. 
Me1 Blanc was here for Homecoming last 
year, and "everybody came," said Martin. 
This year's guest speaker will be the 
Amazing Kreskin. Martin said he would like 
to see the TMSCB auditorium as  packed as 
when G. Gordon Liddy arrived." 
The SGA budgets $5,000 a year for 
speakers. Larnbert's cost was $1,500 and 
Kreski~Ls is $3,500. Part of the costs were 
W e d  by money saved from last year's 
budget, stated Phil Sisk, SGA President. 
Other speakers throughout the year will be 
funded by revenue from dormitory washing 
machines and different SGA budget, said 
Sisk. 
Renovations in early stages 
By DONNA AVANs 
The Oct4ber 17 meeting of 
the Board of Trustees 
yielded decisions to renovate 
Self Hall, Stephenson 
gymnasium, the old National 
Guard Armory, and Forney 
Hall. 
Self Hall, located on 
London Street across from 
Mxon Hall, will become the 
home of the new com- 
munications and oc- 
cupational technology 
clas~sl.ooms. It will also 
house the campus TV and 
radio stations. 
John H. Forney National 
Guard Armory will also 
receive some general im- 
provements. 
All four,projects are still in 
the early stages of planning. 
"We haven't even employed 
an architect yet," said Jack 
Hopper, Administrative 
Assistant to the President 
and Director of Public 
Relations. Work on the 
pojects probably will not 
begin until after the first of 
the year, according to 
H o P P ~ ~ .  
Stephenson gymnasium 
will also receive a facelift. 
The existing gymnasium 
portion will be modernized, 
and the offices of the coaches 
of female athletics will be 
located there. 
Forney Hall, which is 
owned by the university, is 
currently leased, but, that 
lease 'will expire next year. 
The university will 
modernize the building and 
rent the apartments in the 
complex to married 
students. 
~ 
counseling and medical areas for the under the influence and blood alcohol 
students. what the level or intoxication is Anniversary banquet set 
Topics of discussion were sexually as accepted in many states. 
transmitted diseases. She broke the topic It explained how drinking becomes a Entertainer Freda Payne Exhibition Hall on Saturday, the Akbama UNCF Area 
down to cover aspects of symptoms as they socially acceptable drink and how famous and The Duke Ellington November 12, 1983. Office at  32U)697. 
occurdn the male and female, along with the remedies to sobering up do not work. Orchestra, directed by A guest appearance also Individual tickets are 
consequences of ignoring treatment if in- Lawler also briefly discussed A.I.D.S. Mercer Ellington, will head will be given by Come- available at $50 each; tables 
A pamphlet was handed out about (Acquired hnmune Deficiciency Syn- the list of entertainers who B O ~  McDonald, of Chicago. of eight may be reserved at a 
sexually transmitted diseases. The pam- drome). She said that it is impossible to get will- appear at  the United Sponsored by the Miller cost of $44 and sponsor 
phld contained several facts such as 10 A.I.D.S. from giving blood at  a blood dri* Negro College Fund Inc.'s Bewing Co., proceeds from tables are available at $1,000 
million people in America are infected each such as the one the ICC held at the 39th Anniversary Dinner in the event will benefit the five each. 
Year. Montgomery buildirng this past Tue8day and B i g h a m .  UNCF member colleges in Banquet c d a i r m e n  are 
Besides the diacuseion about diseases the Wednesday. This fahe hf~nnation has Alabama. Mrs. Dorothy Porter and 
other ma jar topic was d r ~ ~ i n g  and driving, caused problems for blood donations and The dinner will be held at 7 Thomas Falls. . Ticket 
Fa&sabout&inking included the follomg: created Mood shortages in some parts of the P.m. in the Tickets for the event now chairman is Mrs. A r h a  
Of 52,000 highway deaths in accidents this Year. Jefferson Civic Center are available by contacting Cain. 
each year, % involved alcohol as  a factor. In At the end of the discussion, Lawler and 
one year alcohol related accidents resulted dorm director C-g- open* 
in 5 , jobs  in property d-ge,in- the floor for a question and answer 3eSsi0n 
surance costs and medical services. about,the topics that were discuseed. 
Crow dorm has held dorm meetings each 
said that and sex week as part of a student awareness 
*' Most crimes are 'Ommitted program that Cunningham has put.together 
lnder the Of She for any students interested. The meetings if 0" is dr'hg One nee& to 
are on maday n m t s  at 7 : ~  p.m. slowly. 
Dasa Band 
homecoming and said that 
everyone needs to vote 
Tuesday for a homecoming 
queen. Phil Sisk said SGA had already spent the college students need to stay 
everyone will be allowed one money on one of the games. this weekend and look at the 
vote per person. The top 5 The Senate then passed the floats and yard displays. 
vote getters will be an- bill. In other announcements 
nouirced on Wednesday and Another bill about,the SGA the Ama*g Kreskin will be 
if one girl didn't get 51 meeting conflicting with on campusWednesday night 
percent of the vote elections classes and leaving a few at the TMB. Steve Martin 
will be held this Thursday. senators unable to attend said 24K will be playing on ODK initiates 12 
The court will be announced was tabled until next the I.M. field. Omicron Delta Kappa, a national Michael Johnson, Lisa Hughes, John 
at halftime of the JSU-UT meeting. The was then leadership honorary, held its fall initlation Hendrix, Usa Buck, Imelda Joan Wed- 
Martin game on ~aatrday. , ~omecoming activities and the SGA Sunday, October 23. The new initiates ere dlagton, Curt Rauhut, Angela SlrfcLland, A bill sponsored by Pig were then announced. .The broke into Committee (l& to rQht) R O ~  ~ u m  J U ~  and Margaret m d l e y ,  
Clark asked for 240 dollars so bonfire will be Friday and meetings. Williams, Vanessa Broyles, Mike Dean, 
November 3,1983 Tim CHANTICLEER Page 3 
Be assaued the ROn: will be ready for Wood leads cadets on a two mile m. 
homecoming thL year. Here Captain Ken 
ROTC holds high standards 
By BRUCE MANNING 
Jacksonvi l le  S t a t e  
University has a reputation 
for producing outstanding 
officers through the Army 
ROTC program. Cadets at 
JSU have many demands 
placed upon them. One of the 
most important is the 
challenge to maintain a high 
standard of physical fitness. 
All Advanced Program 
cadets are  required to 
participate in a physical 
training lab every Thureday 
at 3 p.m. at Rowe Hall. In 
addition, physical training 
(PT) is conducted every 
morning except Thursdays 
at 6 a.m. at the coliseum. 
Most students recognize 
the need for a personal fit- 
demands of college life 
sometimes make it difficult 
to find time to exercise. 
Cadets a t  JSU are en- 
couraged to make time for 
exercise because it is one of 
the key factors for success in 
\their future as Army of- 
ficers. The PT program at 
JSU can be described as a 
success. This past sununer 
at the 1983 ROTC Advanced 
Camp at Fort Riley, Kansas, 
JSU cadets, using standards 
of the Army Physical 
Readiness Test (ARPT), 
scored 17 points above the 
average score of other 
participating cadets. 
The APRT is a three event 
test consisting of the push- 
w. sit-u~. and a t w d e  
resulting in a total of three 
hundred points overall. A 
male cadet (17-25 years old) 
must do sixtyeight push-ups 
in two minutes, sixty-nine 
sit-ups in two minutes, and 
run two miles in thirteen 
minutes and five seconds. 
JSU cadets attending Ad- 
vanced Camp had an 
average score of 260 points 
out of a possible 300 with 
many cadets achieving the 
maximum score. 
The PT program for Jax 
State cadets has been suc- 
eessful,but,not easy. If you 
think you have what it takes 
to join the cadets on a run, 
stop by Rowe Hall any 
Thursday afternoon at 3 
p.m., or if you would like to 
ness program; however, the &. one h k e d  points may learn moreabut ROTC, just 
academic and - social be earned in each e 
-- I WORD 
PROCESSING 
William 0 Noles 
Nabama Tden t and Modelin g Agency 
20 East 1 2th Skeet(Upshrs j
Anniston, Ala. 36201 236-3597 I 
Personal Development- Visud Poise-Professiond Runwq  I 4 3 5 -3 909 I I T&niqii~-Bo-Phoio Tschnylrs-Televjsjon Commen?o/ I 
- .  I  Resume Service rQvailahlrr 11 1 
ICE Owner-Terry Johnson 
COLD 
BEER TO GO!! 
1 DISCOUNT BEVERAGES 1 I Bud Draft TO GO $4 7 5 I/* Gal. *"@+ il'B~~.'.,,~ $2.75) B U ~  weiser 6 ~k . 12 Oz- cans It- , $2.99 
C O O ~ S  Lit@ 12 02. cans and bottles 
B U S C ~  12 oz. cans 
Natural Lite l2 OZ. Cms- 
1435.9876 1280 S. Pelham ~ d . 1  
Home economics 
Open house hosts alumni 
By DAVID ECCLES 
The Home Economics 
Department will hold the 
annual open house on 
November 5 at Mason Hall. 
The doors are open from 
10:30 a.m. to 12 o'clock noon 
to all alumni, Home 
Economics seniors, and 
guests. 
The head of the depart- 
ment, Doctor Virginia 
Yocum, explained that the 
object of the open house is to 
entertain past students, and 
hopefully to maintain con- 
tact with them. The people 
expected to come are from a 
variety of occupations that 
include teachers, dieticians, 
extension agents, food 
service managers, and those 
employed in fashion mer- 
chandising, to name just a 
few. 
The department is 
providing entertainment for 
its guests; this includes a 
display of examples of 
student work, and all 
classrooms will be open. To 
add to the gaiety, a buffet 
will be served. 
The event is not just to 
greet old students, butdso to 
honor the seniors who are 
approaching graduation, and 
hopefully to get them started 
in the habit of attending the 
Dr. Yocum also explained 
that the department is going 
to try something a little bit 
different this year from 
recent open houses. In the 
past the organization and 
smooth running of the event 
has been handled by 
members of the faculty. The 
food though has been 
prepared by the students 
themselves. The difference 
this year is that the open 
house will be nm by four 
s e n i o r  m a n a g e m e n t  
students: Jeanene Gibbs, 
Jim Loyd, Kathy Moore and 
Kim Townsel. These 
students are to take over the 
reins from the faculty, as 
well as prepare the buffet. 
Dr. Yocum said that as 
seniors they should have the 
ability to make it as much a 
success as usual. 
Museum begins season 
The Christmas season 
begins November 11th at the 
Anniston Museum of Natural 
History as the Museurn Shop 
presents its Annual 
Christmas Show. The works 
of artisans from across the 
southeast will be featured 
and all items will be for sale. 
The exhibit opens on 
November 11th and con- 
tinues through December 
22nd. This year promises to 
be our,biggest and best show 
ever. 
For more information 
contact: Lynn Letson, Shop 
Manager. 
be required, as well as a course that helps teachers in- 
terpret test data aid write their own exams," stressed Bell. 
Dr. Theron Montgomery, president of JSU, agrees that 
education is not up to par. "Education is not progressing at 
the rate it should be and has been slightly neglected in order 
to take care of other things," stated Dr. Montgomery. 
However, Dr. Reaves concluded, "Education must be 
improved at all levels if the United States is going to con- 
tinue to survive as the economic political and military 
open house in the future. 1~sder  nf the ~ C Y !  wnrld " 
I SAW BIG! I 
I 40c Off Jack's Big Bacon Cheeseburger! NOW $129 




I SAm40c $1.29 I 
Jack's puts pxd things t~~gethrl:  LikeJack's Bi Baa,n 
Chetwburger. \\hat a c~~nihitiat~on! +juicy ~O$)":,kef 
part! \v~th tilelted cheese. Titpped ivith m s p  bacon-trimn~ed 
\v~th l r t t~~ce .  tI~rilatoand ~iiav~~nn;~ise--all together on a toasted 
~?; i t i ie  seed hun. Get toether  \\.;ih a Big Bacr~n Cheeseburqr 
and big s v i n ~ s .  At Jack's. 




The student government 
senate will be looking a t  a 
bill which will allow students 
who are senators that have 
class conflicts to remain 
members of the senate, even 
though they cannot attend 
the meetings. According to 
the constitution a senator 
can miss 2 meetings unex- 
cused, miss two through a 
proxy, and can have up to 
Mike  1,ivin gnton 
NPWS Editor 
The points for con- 
sideration are straight 
forward enough. Several 
senators are missing the 
SGA meetings, which they 
were elected to attend by the 
students who votedthem into 
the office. These senators 
have a problem; they must 
go to class. This is the main 
reason students come to 
college ; however, these 
students were elected to 
attend the SGA meetings and 
keep the students informed 
of what is going on at these 
nflict bi 
SGA pu 
these meetings, how can 
they expect to be a part of 
the senate and vote on bills? 
How can these absent 
senators work within a 
framework if they never 
attend the meetings? 
It must be said that it is not 
the student senator's fault 
that he or she misses all or 
parts of these meetings 
because of a class conflict. 
But if one would take a look 
at the state senate or house, 
one will note that these 
senators must go to their 
meetings and pass bills. In 
some cases this means 
quiting work on their regular 
jobs and heading to Mon- 
tgomery to help run our state 
government. 
People a t  the state 
government were elected so 
they could go to the state 
capitol and attempt to make 
the government work. 
Should we not a t  least expect 
the same of our student 
government officials? 
The bill, which at this time 
has been tabled until next 
week, more or less states 
that senators can have as 
many excused absences as 
are needed for having a class 
conflict with the SGA 
meetings. This means that if 
a senator has a conflict, he 
can become a senator but not 
rpose 
viable organization if 
senators can be excused 
from the meetings? 
There are much simpler 
options that the SGA can 
choose to avoid thii problem. 
The &st one would be to 
move the time of the SGA 
meeting away from the 
conflicting class periods of 
the senators involved. 
Another possibility would be 
moving the date of the 
meetings. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays could be good 
days for the SGA to meet and 
not conflict with activities 
held on Wednesday night 
such as the SGA movie. On 
Thursdays the meeting could 
be held before the football 
pep rallies, which will 
conclude soon. The students 
must urge against passage of 
a bill such as this for these 
reasons. 
Senators who cannot at- 
tend the SGA meetings are 
ineffective and should resign 
to let people serve who can 
make the meetings. If these 
people still wish to par- 
ticipate in student govern- 
ment, they could be ap- 
pointed to other off ices that, 
while they' do not have a 
vote, will make them a part 
of what should be the most 
effective and important 
organization on our campus. 
meetings. attend any of the meetinas. 
If the senator must attend HOW can the studznts 
Class and cannot attend expect their SGA to be a 
L 
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Wide-appeal groups would draw crowds 
By STEVE CAMP 
The recent concert promoted by the SGA has been 
deemed a major "flop". This tremendous loss taken on the 
chin by our Student Government Association is one that 
easily could have been avoided. 
If the SGA would have better examined the tastes and 
interests of our students, it would have been obvious, that 
the group and night of performance chosen were not the 
best for attracting a large audience. 
That particular group plays music that is almost totally 
biased in the type of person it appeals to. The group also has 
only one hit song for which it can be identified. No one will 
pay four~bucks to hear a group with only one hit. 
So, a word of advice to the SGA. If you will book groups 
of national acclaim that appeal to a broad scope of people, 
then another disastrous~loss uch as the one just witnessed 
will probably not happen again. 
Standards would aid future alumni 
By LYNN LePINE Our history of growth from a state teachers college 
Homecoming is the time of year when we count the things located in an obscure southern town to the third larnest 
-- - 
we have to be proud of. We are proud of our m - g  university in Alabama demands that we continue to ex- 
tradition in athletics. Our Marching Southerners are pand, not only in area, but in iduls, 
nationally renowned. We have an e x d e n t  f a d @  and a requirements are the first stee in conthwg the traditims 
beautiful campus. 
that have made JSU a school to be proud of. 
Homecoming is also a time to take stock of our assets and 
look toward improvement, and the single most effective 
way to complement our proud heritage would be to raise the 
academic standards of this school with the institution of 
admissions requirements. 
Future alumni could look back with pride in the 
knowledge that JSU is a school where academics are 
fostered as the most important aspect of a college 1 
education. Current alumni could take wide in the fact that 
their alma mater is constantly s t r i h g  to improve the 
quality of its graduates. 
Notice of editorial policy 
The Chanticleer will publish only signed letters to the 
editor. Letters from students must bear the writer's student 
number, while letters from non4udents must bear an 
address and telephone number at which writer may be 
reached. 
Any persons wishing to visit a weekly staff meeting must 
arrange to do so in advance so that he or she may be placed 
as the final item on the agenda. 
% 




Your, editorial entitled 
"Chanticleer negativenesa: 
fad or fiction" in last week's 
paper was great. You 
brought out some very 
important points that should 
have made people think. 
All too often people are 
criticized for all their faults, 
and their admirable at- 
tributes somehow seem to be 
werlooked. I believe it has 
something to do with what 
sadologista call Recency - vs 
- Primary effect where 
people look at what 
"crimes" you've committed 
recently and don't take into 
consideration the Boy Scout - 
like deeds you've engaged in 
in the past. 
My belief is that some 
people are simply angry 
because you eaught them off 
guard and checked their oil. 
They shouldn't be angry 
though, because it's good to 
be criticized cons~ t ive ly  
if need be. 
It seems that the angered 
folks are the ones who ac- 
tually have the problems and 
don't know it. A problem is 
not defined as: Having a 
problem, knowing it, and 
solving it; it's more correct 
to say that one has a problem 
when he actually has a 
THE CHAN 
to the U r  
that he has a prob1em:That's 
when he needs his oil 
checked. If one has a 
problem and isn't aware of 
it. other individuals are 
probably being affected by 
it. 
That's all I have to say 
except that I think you gup  
are professional in the job 
you Q on the Chanticleer. Aa 
you , said, you , have a 






In response to a quote by 
Dr. Montgomery in the Oct. 
27 issue of the Chanticleer, 
which stated ''Our, students 
& not hurt in terms of 
faculty and equipment." I 
feel that this statement 
shows an unrealist view of 
our, university. I know of 
several cases where Dr. 
Montgomery's statement is 
false. The following are a 
few. 
1) In the computer science 
department (my major) has 
105 percent enrollment for 
each and every class offered. 
Half the faculty will be 
teaching overloads, and still 
a large number of students 
will have to wait a semester 
or two to get the clams they 
2) In the music depart- 
ment a lack of equipment 
has already been pointed 
out. 
3) There are, of course, 
those students still waiting 
for a communications 
major. 
4 )  In the engineering 
department we have one 
faculty member who must 
double as a department head 
and teach a full load. How 
can we possibly offer the 
variety of courses needed in 
engineering by all science- 
oriented students with one 
teacher. The 80's and 90's are 
going to be dominated by 
technology and for a science 
student to be prepared he 
needs other courses. At the 
present time I will concede 
that we are not over bur- 
dened with people studying 
engineering here, but, it's 
easy to see why. 
Besides these fouri there 
are cases of real need to be 
found in almost every 
department. That is of 
couree if you're talking 
about,preparing students for 
the future. If, however, you 
are satisfied with just what 
is needed now or in m e  
cases 10 years ago, then I 
would say that Dr. Mon- 
tgomery was correct in 
saying everybody had what 
was needed. As a matter of 
fad, if we continue to wait 
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long overdue changes at this 
university, as we have in the 
past, we will have fewer and 
fewer needs. This will occur 
because students will begin 
To the 
Point 
to realize that they need 
more and will thus go 
elsewhere. 
I feel that it is very im- 
portant for all of those in- 
volved in policy at this school 
to realize that the days of 
cotton and great family 
names are over. Now the 
only way for the South to 
survive is to be on the 
forefront of tomorrow. This 
requi~es more than juet the 
bare minimum. Many a football game has been pulled out of the fke in the 
Edward Underwood 4th querter by the apparent losers, so even if the 
h-A thanlcs 
Dear Lynn, 
Thank you for printing the 
editorial in your Oct. 20 
edition of The Qlanticleer 
concerning our, Academic 
Senate. It is reasaurlng to w 
to know that we do not stend 
alone in our belief in freedom 
of the press. 
As of this writing, nothing 
has been settled in relation to 
Parking 
I Where parallel parking spaces are provided, drivers 
should make an effort to park between the lines. It is an- 
noying to locate what would be a "good" parallel parking 
space, only to find that two other cars are taking up all of 
their spots, plw pieces of another, leaving a apace long 
enough for a bicycle but-too short for an automobile. It 
takes only a moment to be considerate of others. Take that 
moment and save someone else a walk across campus in 
the middle of the night. 
our, situation. However, Flor-Ala hope that the vote has boosted the morale of 
reliable sources close to on the motion will carry in a everyone involved with The 
Academic Senate tell w positive direction and that Flor - Ala. Keep up the good 
a motion ia to be made at the all parties concerned will be work. 
next scheduled meeting of satided and that past dif- Sincerely, 
the senate (Nov. 3) to allow ficulties can be pubaside. Robert Palmer, 
us to report their Once again, thanks for Associate Editor 
FORMER lMD GUITARIST FOR 
PRINCE 
DAZZ DICKERSON 
From the 1999 Album 
Wednesday Nite November 9th 
MILLER HIGH LIFE 904 Longnecks 
ALL NIT€ I I ! 
All objectivity aside, 
by R.  Stacy McCain I hate it. . . 
Pet peeves: everybody's got 'em. For can be sure to stay out of your way. bass guitarist. Oh, and if Jlm Morrison's so 
some folks, it's asbestos in dorms. For -Popular musicians who flaunt their cool, how come he's dead? 
others, it's their roommate's snoring. And "classical training". Now, it was cod when -Bands that crank the PA up to the pain- 
yes, Virginia, even Dr. Rock has his pet we learned that Rick Wakeman, keyboar- threshold. Of course. rock music should be 
peeves. 
My rock pet peeves (as opposed to my 
peevish pet rocks) are these: 
-DJ's who attempt to commemorate John 
Lennon by mentioning, playing or alluding 
to the song, "Yesterday". The tune was 
Paul!s-and one of his best, as Lennon has 
himself said. John's contribution to the 
song, by his own account, amounted to 
perhaps "a line or two". 
-Bands that take too much time talking on 
stage. Came on , guys-where dot% it say in 
your contract that you wil l  provide 30 
minutes of music & 15 minutes of pointless 
gab? 
-People that ask me what I think of so- 
and-so's new album. Hey, folks: I don't 
even own a stereo. If you want my opinion of 
an album, take me to your place and play 
the LP for me. Buy me a beer, and I may 
even print the review in the column. . . 
-People that can't take a joke. If you are 
one of these people, you should do the rest of 
us a service and wear a T-shirt that savs. 
"Caution: The contents of this shirt do not 
include a sense of humor." That way, we 
dist with the classicalcock band Y&, was 
trained from some ungodly early age to be a 
pianist. What really gets my goat, though, is 
when someone like Barry "I-write-the- 
MacDonalds-jingles" Manilow or Pat "Hell- 
is-for-f emale-vocalists-wh6wearSpandex- 
pants" Benatar describes his mother's 
disappointment that they didn't pursue 
careers as latter-day Chopins or operatic 
sopranos. 
-Art-rock bands. I like rock music, and I 
like art, but the two shouldn't be combined. 
It is as if British common law requires all 
royal subjects seeking a career in the music 
biz to attend art school. This, so they can 
write songs with lyrics like: "I bought a 
ticket to the world" and "Put on a little 
makeup, makeup, make sure they get your 
good side, good side ..." 
-People who think The Doors are God's 
gift to pop music. They were a pretty good 
band, OK? But somehow, the thought of a 
pop singer who committed suicide because 
he wasn'tconsidered a poet just doesn't sit 
well with me. And they didn't even have a 
Concerts, recitals planned 
Voice, percussion and dance students perform 
A wide variety of concerts 
and recitals are scheduled at 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
University for November 
and will feature students as 
well as music department 
faculty. 
All JSU music department 
events are free and the 
public is invited. 
A senior brass recital 
performed by John Vance 
and Hal Childs will take 
place November 10 at 7:30 
p.m. in Mason Hall Per- 
formance Center on campus; 
Two students of Dian 
Andree will perform works 
in English, French, German 
and Italian in a November 13 
recital at Mason Hall at 3 
p.m. Susie LaFollette, 
soprano, and Paek Mi Rhee, 
mezzo - soprano, will 
program compositions by 
Brahms, Barber, Handel, 
Mozart, Faure and Schubert. 
Piano accompanists will be 
Sherry Jackson and Scott 
Morris. 
A joint dance and per- 
cussion concert at the Stone 
Performing Arts Center 
Auditorium November 16 
will feature the JSU Dance 
Company "Jaxdanz"  
directed by Peggy Roswal, 
and the JSU Percussion 
Ensemble which is directed 
by G... Tracy Tyler. 
Scheduled for 8 p.m., the 
program will encompass 
many styles including rock, 
African, jazz, and modern. 
To be performed are 
"Brauwa," by Philip Faini, 
"Pulse," by Henry Cowell, 
"Donut Dance," by Cat 
Stevens, "Overture," by 
John Beck and "Encorse in 
Jazz," by Vic Firth. 
On November 17 at 7: 30 
p.m. in Mason Hall, the Jazz 
Ensemble will perform 
under the direction of Dr. 
Ron Surace. 
Senior recitalist Melissa 
Milam, saxophonist, will 
present a program 
November 18 in Mason Hall 
at 7:30 p.m. She is a student 
of Dr. Ronald Attinger. 
Two recitals are scheduled 
for November 20: At 3 p.m., 
Tim Sawyer, saxophonist, 
will present a senior 
program which will include 
- - 
compositions by Handel, 
Schumann, Bonneau, Bozza, 
and Heiden. Mr. Sawyer, 
who is a student of Dr. Ron 
Attinger, will be assisted at 
the piano by Dr. James 
Fairleigh. 
At 7 p.m. on the same day, 
trombonist Douglas Gordon 
will perform a graduate 
recital featuring works by 
Vivaldi, Monaco, Kehrberg, 
Pryor, and Debussy. Ac- 
companying Mr. Gordon will 
be Pamela Nunnalley, 
pianist, and one work for 
percussion and trombone 
will be performed by Gordon 
and G. Tracy Tyler. Mr. 
Gordon is a student of Dr. 
James Roberts. Both 
recitals will take place at 
Mason Hall. 
The Clarinet Choir con- 
sisting of 15 clarinetists 
which is directed by Carl 
Anderson, will perform on 
November 21 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Mason Hall. This program 
will also highlight the 
Clarinet Quartet which is 
comprised of Carl Anderson 
and three students &awn 
from the Clarinet Choir. 
Included in the program will 
be works by Kersters, 
Staver, Arrieu, Fracken- 
pohl, Mozart and Boellman. 
The final November 
program will feature David 
flard, senior recitalist, who 
will perform at 7:30 p.m. in 
Mason Hall on November 28. 
played loud, but sometimes, this is carried 
to extremes. A normalaize bar does not 
need as much sound-reinforcement 
equipment or power as does Madison Square 
Garden. Rule of thumb: The front row 
(where people WANT it loud) should be so 
loud that conversation between audience 
members is impossible. At the fifth row, it 
should ease up enough so that, with a great 
deal of shouting and hand gestures, you can 
get across the message, "One beer, please." 
by the time you  each the tenth row, people 
should be able to carry on a conversation by 
merely shouting. 
-People who put the knock on everything. 
"Oh, the Police stink, and I hate Kenny 
Rogers. Disco sux, new wave is worse, and 
who needs heavy metal? Classical's boring 
and jazz has gotten so highbrow ..." No 
matter what kind of music you say, these 
folks have a bone to pick with it. As a "rock 
critic", it's easy for me to fall into this habit 
sometimes, but I still find something to like 
about almost anything. Except the BeGees. 
But that's a whole 'nother col umn... 
Campus movie 
48 HOURSWhat do you get when you 
match a tough, white cop (Nick Nolte) with 
a streetwise black convict (Eddie Murphy)? 
Perhaps the funniest murder mystery in 
years, that's what! Murphy's screen debut 
shows him at his best, and the script isn't 
shabby, either. "48 Hours" wi l l  show at 7 & 
9: 30 p.m. in the TEMSCB Auditorium (third 
floor). Admission is $1. 
Pre-game show 
ALUMNI BAND-Those who arrive early 
for the Gamecocks' defense of their un- 
defeated Homecoming record will be 
treated to another JSU tradition: The 
Southerners' Alumni Band. Every year, 
these graduates return tr, the 01' Alma 
Mater and do a pre-game show composed of 
whatever tunes they can remember from 
their undergraduate days. The festivities 
should get lderway about 1 p,m. 
We'll make vour holiday 
.)~[,I<J 111 ;li'c't'~o'"t'5 
11il soth\.:~re 
offer the ,h,nle (;redit (::trd" II,OII :\~I,~I,I.o\;~I. 
. I  . 
Ijllt the l10llLl5 offer 15 Illlllli'CI. ,so COlIltJ Ill !lo\\. 
. . A I ~ L I  sin'? \ounel  t :! niiln? 
I l l t l ~  l>llll(lle ma- " \ l l ~ l l , ~ l ~ l  c : ' I t  , # < I  
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The SWITCHYARD 
Annirton's Only Real Rock & Roll Clubo 
Open Nightly 11 a.m. Until. . . 
And Playing l o v .  14 Thru Dec. Slst 
For Country Muric Fans It's 
The ALABAMA SHOW PALACE 
EN 
(ht s 
gee% bt st% a@ Anniston's Only Real Country Night Club $see qbi8 Pa~aGe3esse Tues. - Sat. 7 p.m. - a a.m. 
S~Q* ,\\\el 8991s %be 
PO* 0003Q :bo~S' 
\nae *i* soot 
*10sg 
ONE COVER 
GETS YOU Ill Ok 
BOTH CLUBS !!I 
Dynamic 'Dead Zone9 delivers 
By MICHELLE BASHAM 
Stephen King combines his 
talents as a writer with those 
of director Deno 
DeLaurentis in "The Dead 
Zone", and the results are 
dynamic. Christopher 
Walken stars as Johnny, a 
teacher who is involved in an 
automobile accident which 
leaves him in a coma. After 
an extended period, Johnny 
wakes only to find that he 
possesses a "second sight", 
which enables him ta "see" 
both past and future events. 
Walken is very effective in 
this role. One can see both 
the strain and the torment 
which accompany Johnny's 
visions. Because of his 
ability, Johnny is hounded by 
the press and the public; he 
becomes a sort of side show 
freak. 
In exchange for this 
"gift", Johnny discovers parent's home when he is 
that he has lost his girl and released, but the notoriety he 
partial use of his legs in receives from helping to 
addition to several years of solve a series of brutal rape- 
his life. He rehabilitates in a murders sends him sear- 
small clinic under the watch- ching for seclusion. He 
ful care of Dr. Sam Wiezak moves to a new town and 
(Herbert Lom). Sam soon begins to teach againon an 
becomes both confidante and individual basis, and, of 
advisor to the troubled young course, in his home. Despite 
man. all of his efforts, he cannot 
Saddened by his mother's (ge -, P.ge u) death, Johnny returns to his 
Latimer struggles with bulimia 
'Markets' 'help 
writers, artists 
Volurn~s aid fre~lrncers 
1984 A rtist9 s Market 
Where to sell your commercial art 
Edited by Sally Ann Davis 
524 pp. Cincinath', Ohio; Writer's Digest Boo$. $14.95 
Dazz Band lets it whip 
Group gives knockout performance despite small turnout 
BacLetage, the Dazz Band's crew works overtime, while the band playa on stage. 
By CAROL SCANTLAND They grew in number, vocals; Bobby Harris, who 
Could the Dazz Band soon and in 1977 signed a recor- plays saxophones and does 
become a household word? ding contract with 20th vocals; Keith Harrison plays 
According to band leader Century Fox under the name keyboards and sings lead 
Bobby Harris, yes. Kinsmen Dazz. The band vocals; Ike Wf ie~  plays 
stayed with 20th Century Fox bass; K ~ M Y  Petti8 Plays 
Last par, this band from for two years and in 1981, percussion and does lead 
Cleveland, Ohio took the they signed with Motown vocals; Steve Cox plays 
Grammy Award for "Let It Recording Studio and have keyboards and does lead 
Whip" far "Best Per- done five albums with vocals; and Eric Fearman 
brmance by a Rhythm and Motown under the name flays lead guitar. 
Hue8 Group." On November Dazz Band. "Dazz is a 
1 of this year, they released a concept name. Originally, Iswe write 85 percent of 
new album entitled we were a jazz group that our music," said Harris. But 
"Joystick." Bobby Harris changed to a dance group,so the band doesn't mind using 
says "Joystick" is a concept I just dropped the "j" off other people's material. "We 
relating to the fact that jazz and put a "d" there. At accept material from outside 
"there are so many direc- that particular time, we if it is good. We wouldn't 
tions the music goes in, it is were playing a danceahle deny a hit song no matter 
like using a joystick on a jazz format. As the group where i t  comes from," 
video game." The title cut evolved to what it is now, the Bobby Harris remarked. 
from the album was released group has come to mean 
last week. dazzle or spectacle. We still 
play some jazz in our music, D, the members of the 
"I think "Joystick" is a but we do not look at  it as  Dazz Band share in a first for people because no being part of what we are mmongoP? Bobby Harris 
one has ever used the about," said Bobby Harris. 
mys they do. would say so 
"joystick" in a song. We 
have computer sounds in it, "WP could because we all have to pull. in 
but it is a love song. It is the same direction. It is just 
basically a dance love song." become a like anybody who is trying to be something in such a 
household competitive business-we are 
The band, which refers to 
uqord. . . 9 9 trying to become one of the itself as  a dance group, top bands in the country on 
began in 1974 as a jazz fusion an ongoing basis, so far as 
group consisting of four product after produot. I 
instruments. After being the The band is made up of t h i i  that it could be a very 
opening band for several nine members: Pierre real thing for us; We could 
groups, they began putting DeMudd, who plays the become a household word as 
vocals with their fusion and and does vocals; far as bands are concerned. 
commercializing their Skip w i n ,  who plays the 
sound. trumpet and does lead 
?he Dazz Band's powerful horn m d  electrifled bt Thursday's audience. 
Group leader Bobby Harris: "We have to pill in the 
same direction...we are trying to become one of the top 
h d s  in the country." 
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Etowah artist b 
with the Etowah County 
School System, explains that 
the pieces were inspired by 
his moving from New 
Orleans (where he had 
taught public school and 
lived in an apartment) to 
MacMurray College in 
Jacksonville, Illinois, where 
he rented a home while 
working as an associate 
professor of art. "I was 
anticipating the idea of 
living in a house," Reid said 
in a telephone interview 
Friday. "I've always wanted 
a house and so . . . I wanted 
to represent a house - type 
obiect." 
That Reid succeeded is 
obvious, when viewing the 
sculptures. Upon stepping 
into the gallery, the viewer is 
immediately struck with the 
impression that a "house- 
type object" is meant. But 
the seven - foot tall struc- 
tures would never be listed 
on the real estate market; 
the artistic temperament 
refuses to give any 
regularity to the white pine 
constructions. Sitting on 
sharpened stilts, the "domi - 
forms" seem haphazard or 
randomly -built - probably 
on purpose. Reid sees his art 
as "an evolution of form . . . 
a system of development 
where the &st line deter- 
mines the placement of the 
next, and so forth." 
"It's a dialogue between 
thought and emotion," Reid, 
27. "I'm constructing a 
different reality . . . a type of 
isolated reality." This is 
es~eciallv true in the fifteen 
two - dimensional works on 
display in the exhibition. A 
high degree of figure - 
ground ambiguity may leave 
some people wondering what 
the artist intended. Executed 
in a mock - primitive style, 
the drawings consist of or- 
(See ART, Page 11) 
By R. STAGY McCAIN 
Visitors to JSU's Ham- 
mond I-Iall Gallery during 
the next three weeks may 
find themselves asking what 
a house is doing in a sculp- 
ture exhibition. Indeed, 
three of the four sculptures 
in Randall T. Reid's 
exhibition of drawings, 
paintings and sculpture at 
the Gallery resemble houses. 
But that is not surprising - 
they are the result of the 
artist's dream of home 
ownership. 
with JSU students attending his exhibition at Hammond 
Hall Gallerv. Reid, an instructor of art 
Market (Continued From Page 8) 
which can be just as  profitable as the nationally-known 
publishers. 
The largest of the four volumes, tne Writer's Market, 
4,000 places to sell anything from poetry to film scripts. The 
introductory chapters are devoted to a discussion of 
whether the aspiring author should specialize in a specific 
form of writing or be a "generalist" writer. From animals 
to women's, the "magazine" section alone lists hundreds of 
national & regional periodicals, along with the types of 
writing in which they are interested. 
veteran of the freelance wars, these books are chock-full of 
useful, professional advice, as well as more than 10,000 
listings of places which buy art, photographs, songs and 
articles. To give the reader an idea of what is selling and 
who is buying it, the Markets give examples of works which 
have been successfully freelanced and "Close-ups" of 
magazine editors, ad agency execs and illustrators. 
The Artist's Market includes a feature article on com- 
puter graphics, as well as tips on how to slant work toward 
specific markets. The listings of potential clients, 
alphabetically by states, tells what type of art the client is 
interested in & how much free-lance art is used per year. A 
schedule of contract terms is included. The appendix gives 
a number of hints on how to handle tns businessend of a 
free-lance illustrator's trade. 
The Photographer's Market features a reproduction of a 
magazine "photo feature", to give the aspiring shutter-bug 
an idea of how his material will be used. Another article, 
entitled "Toward professionalism: Pricing and 
negotiation", deals with the ancient Arabic practice of 
haggling, informing the reader that ad execs and magazine 
editors equate price with quality. 
Warning signs that informone that the "song sharks" are 
circling are featured in the Songwriter's Market. Among 
the signs of a "song shark" (a  false, money-hungry 
publisher), according to the Market: 
-Advertising offering to "set your poems to music." 
-Companies which claim to "get your song recorded by a 
top artist." 
-Name-droppers. By claiming to be friends with big- 
name celebrities, the shark attempts to impress the 
awestruck songwriter. 
Another interesting section of the Songwriter's W k e t  
gives hints on cracking lesscrowded "local" markets, 
Many people misunderstand the purpose of professional 
writers' publications like the Markets. These books will not 
teach anyone how to write, draw or take photos. Instead, 
assuming that the reader already has the necessary skills 
to pursue his craft, they are intended to help him get paid 
for practising his trade. And, as the man said, if you're not 
doing it for money, you're a plain damn fool. . . 
COMIC BOOKS I WHMA l - MARVELS - DC - Classified - DIRECTS - Thousands of Books 
Advertising firm ex- 
panding to this area needs 
several part-time workers. 
Excellent potential. For 
application, rush No. 10 
SASE to "MLC". Box 18017, 
Old and New 
VIDEO TAPE 
RENTALS 
RECORDS & TAPES 
HELLEN'S 
Restaurant 
Your Appetite's Best Friend! 
C""""" 
I Monday Night Special - - - - ' ' I 
Knoxville, TN 31918. 823 Noble St. I STEAK or FISH SANDWICH COMBO 
I I 
I 
'2.99 lncludes Sandwich, Choice o f  Baked I I Potato o r  French Fries, Soup  & Salad 1 I I 
I 5-8 p.m. B a r  I 
I With This Coupon I 
m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - -  
I Tuesday Night Speciala ' ' ' - - I
I SPAGHETTI ALLYOUCARETOEAT!  
Includes Bread, $2.99 s o u p  8 Salad B a r  
I Wih This Coupon 5 - 8 p.m. I I .   
I L I I I I I I - I I I I I D I I D I - I I m I I I I I I I I I I I  
, -- - - - - - - - Wednesday Night Special. - - - - - - - - I 
CHICKEN NUGGETS 
a I 
I Includes French Fries, I 
I 
. ' 2.99 S:blhB,~e$l?~$~a2~ia+ 1 I 1 I 
; With This Coupon I 5 -8 ~ . m .  I 
601 South  Pelham Road 
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Homecoming: Exactly what is a Pacer? 
By MIlW W I N W O N  
It was incredible; it was true; it was time for another 
homecoming at JSU. 
The first stop was the alumni building where we could 
hear a University official say: "Why, our long range plans 
include buying the whole CBS network for the foundatim." 
The alumni buzeed and they asked why they needed a 
network. 
"So we can show JSU football," was the answer, and 
the alumni cheered. 
Kreskin was eating alumni barbeque with Malcolm 
Street, a d  he was telling how all 7 JSU scoring drives were 
to occur. 
Meanwhile, the Jacksonville 5 were everywhere and 
where they were not, their posters were staring and smillng 
at everyone passing by. 
Up in the office, the SGA-team, headed by Mike Huckeba, 
was asking the eternal question, "Why do more people vote 
for Homecoming queen and her court than vote for the 
offices of SGA president, VP and senators?" 
No one had an answer because they were too worried that 
the homecoming floats were not all finished. 
Over at the campus police station Chief Nichols was 
peparing for another busy day. He hoped that Herb 
wouldn't run over any of his officers. 
On the friendly campusl the students were asking the 
usual questions that students seem to ask when it is 
homecoming at the friendly campus. 
"Hey just what in the world is a pacer? How can we have 
a homecoming theme about a pacer?" asked the students. 
Randy Hardin seems to have an answer, "How about 
erase the Pacers" or "kill the Pacers"! 
A few of the students were just content to watch others 
buM their own floats and themes for those Pacers. 
They were also curiow about where those Pacers came 
from. Maybe they were horses. Could this be derived from 
the horses that the Trojans ride on? These and other 
questions may or may not ever be answered. 
Over at Paul Snow SQdium pledges were waving their 
homecoming flags and buying cokes as they cheered the 
parental units. Robert was waiting for his lateat girlfriend 
who said she would be late for the game. She had said 
something vague abouta surprise. He hoped it wasn't a big 
surprise because his parental units didn't like swpbes .  He 
could hear his father now. "Son, a girl who goes out with my 
son doesn't do surprises. Why your mother never surpri8ed 
me in all the years I've been with her." 
Robert sighed to himself. He hoped Marie didn't do 
anything that would confuse his parental units. He was able 
to confuse his parents all by himself. 
It was 15 minutes before the game and an airplane a p  
peared over the stadium. Was it sky 13? No, it was a 
parashootist who was going to jump out and deliver the 
game football to Jim Fuller and the game captah.  
"Well son, where is your girl friend?" asked Robert's 
father. -:'She will be here soon; she is always m time," 
Robert said hopefully. 
"I hope so. Your older &other picked such a klutz for a 
girlfriend. You're my last hope for a normal daughter-in- 
law," said mother. Robert ignored his mother's remark and 
looked into the sky. He noticed that the person floating down 
with the football looked very familiar. No it couldn't be; it 
' shouldn't be. But yes it was. 
"Why, son, what is wrong? You look a little pale," said 
the concerned parents. 
"Oh, nothing," he said. 
"Hey Robert," screamed a friend, "is that not your 
girlfriend floating down here with the game football?" he 
said pointing to the person in the air. 
It was sad; it was true. Marie had done something to drive 
him nuts along with his poor parental units, whose idea of a 
good time was eating homemade pizza. 
"Why I never," sputtered his mother. 
"Son, what kind of female is that you have been going out 
with?" said father. Robert sighed again. He hoped that the 
game would make him forget what happened. A good 
homemade pizza should appew- them, however Robert 
forgot Marie didn't like pizza. 
Over at Bibb Graves, Sissy and Missy were trying to get 
outof the buikling. They had worked late at the local radio 
us,out! We are tired of jammin," they pleaded, but no one 
could hear them. Maybe they will get out,by next year's 
homecoming. 
Soqn it was dusk at  the friendliest homecoming in the 
south. The game was over and a busy student reporter 
walked into a local hamburger place to order a coke and 
fries. 
A radical student came up to him and asked him if he was 
a campus reporter. He said that he was and the student sat 
down and whispered in his ear. The reporter laughed and 
fell to the floor. 
Next week: What the reporter found so humorous; 
Art (Coutlnued From Page 10) 
thographic renderings of seems to depict a number of 
rectangular forms with bare farm m s  On a blustery 
paper Luched by soil areas 
of pastel color. 
The more involved 
paintings, such as "Southern 
Pinecones", find Reid 
returning to his house motif; 
the most remesentational of 
day. 
This show is probably not 
for those who have rigidly 
realistic views of what art is 
or isn't. Butl as Reid says, 
"It's hard to see the show as 
a whole." It is, however, 
- - ~- c - ~  ~~- 
the -- works, "Pinecones" w* a try. 
Film - (Continued From Page 8) 
ignore his_ abilities, and the He is alive to save the very 
persist. Even Sam people who treat him as a 
and his ex-fiancee Sarah ,,,,,~,, 
(Brooke Several recognizable 
his little haven. names appear in the credits- 
thou@ he discovers Tom Skerrit, Anthony Zerbe, 
that the presence Of a "dead Colleen Dewhurat and 
zone" in his visions indicates hrIartin Sheen. Moat of the 
that he can change them. parts are short, but all are 
Through this discovery he "The Dead Zone" 
his destiny. He has is currently showing at  lived in order to save lives Mn Raza and is rated 
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r eatures 
Affect class attendance 
- - Soaps intrigue guys and gals 
By MELINDA G A L W W t  
Who was, in 1981, the hottest couple on a daytime soap? ~odudion  MCA with ABC's popular actors performing 
whet episode caused mans to stop their daily routines? their favorite song. The Lp is entitled "LOW in the Af- 
Who is the most gaudy woman on daytime television today? tfmoon" which is the ABC theme for promoting their soaps. 
Which actress won best actress in a daytime soap twice in a With big name stars people find the aoaPs very 
row? Is Anabelle Sims a murderer? Will Philip ever find i " b w g  and remange their m y  schedule to ac- 
happiness with his real father? cornmodate a time for viewing their program. It is not only 
devoted viewer would know the answers to these and ~ O U S ~ W ~ W S  who We avid viewers but also college students. 
other questions. For those who do not know the answers to S"prising to people, a large Percentage of the 
the previow questions they are Luke and Laura (Tony viewers is men. This is because the soaps are gearing most 
Geary and Genie Franda) of General Hospital; Luke and of their storyhe bu& an romance, sex, glamour, ex- 
Laura's wedding; Opal Sue Gardner (Dorothy Lyman) of dtement, intrigue and danger for yollng adults. 
"All My Children", and Judith Light who played Karen S 0 8 ~  operas were hsndwg "taboov subjects long before 
Wolek on "One Life to Live". Only the future will reveal prime time pro@- even of "bed 
Anabelle's and Pfiillpps d i l ~ ,  which are t-g place hoPPing" (among married couples) and mixed marriages. paper not yet started even though it is due in 48 hours 
on the "Guiding Light." Once the ice was broken prime time programs expanded compared to those of the characters. That does not appear 
In 1981 General Hospital reached an epidemic climax. their s t o r ~ h s  too. One subject that is "taboow for daytime to be as serious compared to the fact that the fate of the he 
Because of its extrme popularity, a song "General and not for primetime is the bSUe of hOrn0se~ll~tJ'. world is in the hands of HoUe and Robert. 
Hospitaln was released in which the charactera and their It has been proven that television imuences the way the At large I d ~ e r ~ i t i e s  attendance is down during the af- 
storybes were told. General Hospital b e m e  the m e s t  public thinks and reacts. This statement has ~aused ternoons. If you wonder Mere your fellow c~ansmates are, 
rated soap in the history of the television industry. Ac- ~ofessionals to ask: What are the m b l e  effects on the just check the nearest television set. More than likely you 
cording to the November 1981 issue of People Mwazfne, average viewer watching soaps for two to four hour8 a day? find them gazing intently at the screen completely 
General Hospital had over "14 million addicts" and it Are the effects negative Or positim? submerged in an episode of the favorite soap, espeddly on 
OPEN HOUSE 
at The Honeycomb Shop 
~r., Elizabeth Taylor, carol Burnett, and ~ick Springfield. Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
November 3 ,4  & 5 
c o m e  and enjoy browsing 
and seeing our new 
Christmas merchandise. 
1 125 Noble Annisto 




K L. Brown Funeral 
Home Chapel 
Hwy. 204, Jacksonv~lle Ala 
William I. Mould, Pastor 
237-4941 
Holy Communion - 8% am 
Church Schod - 10:OO am 
MILLER PROMO 
GIVE AWAYS d 
Be at Th e He 11 0 utta UTM ! ! 
7 
Home Owned & Operated 
DRIVE IN WINDOW: E . a:30 OPEN 240  O ~ O A M  AND FRI. JPM,M-T TILL ~ P M  L TH. a 
LOBBY  AM . ~ P M ,  M-TH, FRI. PAM. ~ P M  a ~ P M  ~ P M  
Main Office, 817 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville 
435-7894 
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CDCS Forum 
Coping with depression 
By SANDY 
FORTENBERRY 
The following statements 
are often made by people 
who are depressed in 
varying degrees. As openly 
and honestly as you can, 
check off those you may 
have recently said: 
1. Things will never get 
better. 
2. Nobody wants to have 
anything to do with me. 
3. What's the use of living. 
4. I wish I'd never been 
born. 
5. Everything I do works 
out wrong. 
6. I'm not really a wor- 
thwhile person. 
If you feel that statements 
like these could indicate a 
problem, call on the various 
groups on campus which 
offer counseling help - 
CDCS, Psychology Depart- 
ment, Baptist Campus 
Ministry, or Wesley F o w  
dation. 
Emotional depression is 
one of the most common and 
serious mood of strong 
feelings of defeatism and 
helplessness that hangs an. 
All life is stressful, 
Depression is a normal, 
expected result of any 
cruoial loss. Depression 
becomes a seriow, problem 
when it grows out, of 
proportion to the cause; 
when problems are not 
acknowledged or steps taken 
to resolve them; or when it 
interfere8 with functioning 
or personal relationships. 
Help should be sought before 
the depression becomes too 
deep or even life 
threatening. 
Some of the most common 
symptoms of depression are 
agiiation, i;ritability, 
crying, abuse of alcohol, 
headaches, loss of appetite, 
fatigue, and feelings of 
hopelegeness. It is estimated 
that some 5 to 10 million U. S. 
citizens suffer from 
de~ression. Too many still 




The word holds many differe 
For some, homecoming 
preparation for the parade 
game, and the enjoyment oi 
For others, JSU Homecomir 
ning. And to some, homecom 
seam. 
In response to the queebc 
mean to you?", some of the 
"To me, homecoming is tr; 
JSU's Homecoming since I w 
senior majoring in Managen 
"Homecoming is the bigges 
year because the whole stt 
commented Laura Moore, a jl 
major. 
"Homecoming means sitti 
usual, watching JSU mean 
Kara Click, a sophomor 
Education, 
"Homecoming is the enjoyr 
different parts of the unit 
homecoming parade ," accoi 
sophomore with an English I 
To sophomore Bill Buss 
Science, homecoming is "a 
&esses. " 
crippling problems in w ; on f u 11 be  i i e v e  depression. Few people act 
today's Society. It is con- emotional problems carry on it as quickly as they 
sidered the "com~On cold" social stigmas and thus should - in their own lives or 
of emotional problems; it avoid finding help for their in helping friends. Com- 
can happen to anyone at depression. petent, professional help 
anytime. You may feel it Everyone needs to be may be required. Seek aid 
wadually or all at once. aware of the effects of for depression sooner rather 
- 
EssentiallyB depression is a than liter. 
-- - - 
- -- 
-- - = W E ~ ~ ~ ' ~ = r ~ - ~ - ~  
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WENIJY'S-HAMBURGERS ( ARE FRESH Nm FROZEN. I 
J"' , 
a 
AIN'T NO REASON TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 I "LEARN 
I Fli. it Sat. 10:OO-12:OO Sunday 11:W-11:OO 5-4- Bet Rur Pi IMPMN I I Just 3 - .. . .-- I TOGO ANYPLACE ELSE.? 1 1 1501 Quintard Ava. 5430 Pelham Rd. I 
~ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
I SirgleHanhrgerth#sl& 
1 , S W H c n h g a t ~ t ~  I 1 
I 16-Or. Soft Chink I 16-02. Soft Chink I 
I I Cheese it Tomato Ex- $1 !; hx : cheese & ~ o m a t o  EX- $1 h CarponGoodAtBoilAnSdonsiaes I 
CouponGoodWBoilkridonOlorer I I I - - 
I Good at participating Wendy's. I Good at participating Wendy's. I Not valid with any ofher offer. ; I "lid wH any n w s e  p m m t  coupon 8 Please prewnt cwpon w&n rr*r,e.rro ordering. ofdoring. 
1 - Oftrr expima 11-9-83 I  ~ f t r r  expirat 11-9-83 
Educational Center  
Call Days Evenings L Weekends 
C A L L  N O W  I The Best Way In The World AND ENROLL To born To F)j. (2051939-01 83 (Student Rates Available) I 21 30 HIGHLAND I I GOLD DUST FLYING 
SERVICE, INC. 
Outs~de NY State Phw 435-2032 
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GUARANTEE THE SKlU 
TRAINING YOU WMT BEFORE 
YOU GO IN. 
Thais what the Army's Delaved Entry Program is all about. You choose a skill 
you'd like to le.rm If qualify to train in that skill, and it's available, the Army guarantees 
~t in writing. And you don't go in until that opening comes up. 
You get to choose from over 300 skills, many of them technical, many of them with I 
civilian job applications. 
Delayed Entry is like making a guaranteed reservation on a career and the future 
If you'd like to be sure of whais going to happen after graduation, look into the 
Army's Delayed Entry Program. 
Your local Army Recruiter can tell you all about Delayed Entry. So don't delay. 
Stop in and see htm today. 
SFC Mike Alexander 
Annistonl237-6021 
ARMY. 
BE AUYOU CAN BE. 
1 DR. TERRY L. BONDS 
T4F.ES PI-EASURE IM AANOUNCING THAT 1 DR. DAVID G. CHANDLER 
1 b ILL riERE4FTER BE ASSOCIATED WITH HIM 
I I 
I THE F4MILY PRACTiCE OF OPTOMETRY i I I 
4YD CE'YER4! LI5;ON CARE I 
1475 1st AVE. SW 
Beside J'vilie k s ~ i t a i  ! 28 S CEMTER AVKNUE 
I1 I C h S 3 Y \ ! I _ L E  4? 36251 PIEDMONT. AL 36272 
- 'C , - -DP'  TLLEPh(?\E 4 3 5  8027 ;a:jaTa a n ~ t  A , r e r  >, TEiEPHOWE 447 6413 
c , > F , e , . ,  A \ ? > <  a,,<". 
[CFFICE 'IOL!KS W?yD?Y THYCUGH SATCIRD4Y BY APPOINTMENT I 
9 >c 
o :a STUDENTS ?; 
73 Bring This Coupon 2.: A 
V Receive lO Ola Off 
mna 
8 4 Any Purchase 
Go JSU GO o z o  (regular price mdse.) tL >f 
D.-, % During Homecoming Week + 
Jh 4 A 
b 6 We Welcome You 
d~ To Our Shoppe! 
' I  
J T P  
7aee s w  5; 4 
JP On The Square 5' 
Homecoming I c,. +v<- >Y~~$<+Q<'P%:~ &- r 
I lacksonville 's Finest Restautun t 106-108 CLINTON STREET I 
LUNCH '3.95 
MONDAY = SATURDAY 
EUENINGS & SUNDAYS '4.95 






MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
N O V E M B E R  
I n s u r a n c e  CO.  J O ~  I n t e r i r l e w :  
P a n h e l l e n l c  C o u n c l  GP.  M e r l t  S y s t e m  
A : 3 0 ,  Spar- ma^ 
NCAAYC M e e t i n ? ,  
i3.n. Rn 3 0 9  h.h. 
"NO OXE I S  USELESS 
TZLL '.lE A  STORY. I S  T H I S  WORLD WHO 
SING X i  A SOhL LIGHTENS THF BURDEK 
OF I? TOR ANYONE 
i l e w  D o r n ,  7u.n. ?$ t h r e e - d a y  
' 1 .  C h A l d s , 7 : 3 5  
C e l e ~ r a z ~ o n  of - - C h a r l e s  D z c k e n s  
O L ~ !  I i l S t O r : '  I. s e l f  ~ ~ i ~ . , ~ ~  . C a l l  i x L .  4 2 7  
Hc13acr  Cinlnq ~ a 1 1  i l l 7  b ~ e ~ o ,  LC r t s e r ,  e i e d t s  
C o i t u r a ;  ; d e n t l r y .  i 2 : 3 d - ! ; 3 3  f o r  et!.?lc i ~ s t l -  3 1  7 p . n .  ,~.ug. in 
TO XAhE A  FE:' 
.%ISTl.KES. :F 
1 l . i o r n n r m n  P E 3 i L r  C A ~ ' T  
"CCEPT YC,JR 
-hbllc Drriorrances, C a l l  i n t .  4 3 7  IEIPL?FECTI?NS,  
S u n d a y  ~ ~ f f ~ t :  ? e r c u i a ~ o , ~  h s e w b l e  resfr''e 
s t u d e n t  w o r k a h o n s ,  Li?:7'ir ! P r n l n o  H z l l ,  8 z . T . , S . C .  :or e t h n ~ c  fest-vai T P F T ' S  T H E I R  F A U Z ? .  " 
S p e i k e r s ,  s O t h e r  . 2 : 3 @ - I : ; :  P a n h e l l e n l c  Council - - D i * ' i d  ". B L l r r , ' , . D .  
C o i l t 2 c t  E!r5. A y e r ~  BZTTS13 FARE I IT>PC 
A t  Z x t .  4 3 i .  S I T c '  CCOD M E N  
T - c k e t s  ? r c  b o l n q  
~ C S I ~ Y E ~  n o w !  
C l a r l r e t  Chol : :  R a 3  S e s 5 1 c n  b 
7 :  3 0 ,   aso or, film, c r o w  h a l l ,  - - T h o r a g  F b l l c r  
S t u d e n t  Uurses 7 p . m .  
4 : 3 3 ,  S p a r k m a n  
Y o u n t a l r , "  8p.m.X 
SPEAXER: i- Roger D ~ c k e r s o n .  2 : 3 0 :  Olsce TBR DECEMBER 1 DECEMBER 2 PERPORMANCE: "The  L a s t  Y l d d l ~ h  PERFORMAKCE: 
P o e t .  8 p . m . ,  S . C .  "Sunebug J a b b o  J o n e s , ' '  8 p . m . ,  
S . C .  
SPEAKER: 
TO B e  A n n o s n c e d  KEY?'OTE n l c h a e i  SPEECH:  Yovak.  
l l : 3 0  a . m . .  
P l a c e  TBA 
. . , - 
IIIIII 
Offer good at 813 Pelham Rd., 
I Distinguished "Night Men" 1 
921's Chris S h u m y  and Johnny V. break the hits 
weeknights 6-10 p.m.! 
: , , - i $ - : Y  I 
. ;+&&~ie"mm November 3, 1 9 8  ~Psge 21 
Organizations I I 
Last year's winning homecoming float 
Kappa Alpha involved on campus 
By STEVE MARTIN 
Proud are the KAs to be 
considered "Southern 
G e n t l e m e n " .  S i n c e  
December 21, 1865, the 
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER 
has grown from one 
organization on the campus 
of Washington and Lee 
University to well over 100 
chapters in the nation. The 
order was conceived in order 
to preserve the qualities of 
chivalry, honor, and virtue 
in man. Robert E. Lee, our 
spiritual founder, who are defending champions in 
embodied these qualities set the 1st place titles of Foot- 
the original status,of the KA ball, Softball, Volleyball and 
Southern Gentleman. Tug-of-war. 
KA Homecoming will be 
On campus, this fall, the kicked off with a breakfast 
Order has been involved in Saturday morning for all 
several community projects members, little sisters, 
such as improvements of guests, and above all, 
local churches and schools alumni. 
and participation in various Prodand strong, KAs will 
fund raisers for the national always stand - many unique, 
philanthropy, Muscular individuals united as one, the 
Dystrophy. Southern Gentlemen of the 
This year the KA Rebels KAPPA ALPHA Order. 
We Would Like To Welcome Back All Our Alumni 
Friends And Invite Them To Uisit Us Before And 
After The Game. 
FRIDAY MITE BEFORE THE THE GAME 
WILL BE A SPECIAL NlTE AT THE ROADS 
IT'S GRAB A HIENEY NlTE ! 
That's Right ! Get Ready for Thogfg Game With 
HLNEHEN 75f from 9 4 2  
THE BEST BAR DEAL This Year In The State! 
In the PACKAGE STORE , we know we have THE LOWEST 
OUERALL PRICES in town or out! We haue more brands onsale 
and 7 brands under52.75 a sin pack TAX INCLUDED! 
We give a discount for I2 pks and cases ! Draft to gos4.75 
a gallon TAX INCLUOEO. Kegs s50.00 TAX INCLUDED. A 
line o f  returnable longnecks. We a r t  the No. I beer retailer 
in Jacksonville. 
Students don't be fooled by false aduertising! Only the 
"ROADS" and the "PUB" INCLUDE THE SALES TAX in the 
advertised price. You will pay 6% more than marked prices at 
the grocery stores, discount stores, and l i t t l e  gas stations. 
Alpha Xi holds 
movie night 
Last Sunday night was 
movie and party night for the 
Alpha Xi's. The sorority 
enjoyed a great time in the 
chapter room with the big 
brothers and some good 
friends. This get-together 
started off a great week 
planned for the Fumies 
during Homecoming. Alpha 
Xi Delta would like to wish 
everyone at J.S.U. a happy 
H a l l o w e e n  a n d  
Homecoming. 
The chapter is proud of all 
Alpha Xi's who were in the 
Homecoming pageant. They 
were: Sheila Parker, Leigh 
Brewer, Kim Stephenson, 
Lisa Reaves, and Cindy 
Walton. Good lu& to Kim 
and Lisa who made the top 
ten. Alpha Xi is pulling for 
you girls. 
Announcement 
There will be a Faculty 
Scholars' meeting Monday, 
November 7 at  3:30 in the 
Baptist Student Center. Mrs. 
Josie Ayers will be the 
featured speaker. All 
members are encouraged to 
attend. 
Pi Kappa Phi 
outlines activities 
The Delta Epsilon chapter of Pi Kappa Phi was founded 
at JSU in May of 1972 and is now in its eleventh year on 
campus. 
Pi Kapp has always been active on campus in other 
organizations and competitive in intramural sports. The 
chapter can point to numerous, awards and members who 
have been campus leaders over the years. Delta Epsilon 
has also been recognized by its national office for chapter 
excellence and the fund raising effects made for P.U.S.H., 
Play Units for the Severely Handicapped. 
The chapter has shown special strength pis fall, 
scholastically as  well as  athletically. The highlights have 
been earning the highest fraternity GPA Award and a berth 
in the intramural football playoffs. 
Being a social organization, Pi Kapp has also been busy 
interacting with other segments of the campusi The 
fraternity has held open parties and mixers with the 
campus sororities this year. 
Much time and effort has gone into making this 
Homecoming week a success. Plans include partidpation 
in the yard display and float competition, an alumni 
meeting on Saturday and a party that night following the 
game. 
Recently several people were recognized for their service 
to the chapter. They are brother of the month Jim Messer, 
little sister of the month Diane Massey and pledge of the 
week Chuck Forbes. 
JACKSONVILLE 
BOOK STORE 
"Up Town On The Squarev 
I 
I You Have A Speciai Invitation To Shop With Us 
GREAT SELECTION OF JSU 
d$7P fi. -b IMPRINTED ITBMS 
r '  ..-3p;- 
2, i- yL 
Gamecock Jack + Ir Jerseys 
I 
Shirts + .k- Sweaters 
Mugs ir lr Glasses 
Decals * .k- Caps 
C 
"Up Town On The Square" 
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Congratulations to Pi 
Kapp Scott Hallman who 
was recently engaged to Lisa 
Chapman of Atlanta. 
Last night Alpha Xi Delta 
took off to Atlanta for a 
mixer with the Phi Delt's at 
Georgia Tech. This is the 
second year in a row that 
Alpha Xi has been invited to 
Tech for a mixer. Alpha Xi 
would also like to 
congratulate vice-president 
Angela Strickland on being 
inducted into Omicron 
Delta Kappa 
Remember to pick up your 
raffle tickets from any 
Sigma Nu. The fraternity is 
raffling $350 (N1 tuition) for 
a one dollar donation. 
For the last two weeks 
Sigma Nu has hosted the 
Miller Lite 'I'ug of War. The 
winner's bracket finalists 
were Pi Kappa Phi and in the 
little sister division Kappa 
Alpha's Southern Belles led 
with the championship held 
yesterday. 
Delta Zeta would like to 
congratulate and wish good 
luck to Homecoming 
finalists Melanie Duncan 




display and float com- 
petition. The toughest part of 
the week has been finding 
out exactly what a Pacer is. 
Thanks to the SGA for 
supplying pictures of the 
obscure mascot. 
A Publlc Sewace of Th~sH.wSplPeI 
6 The Adv4rl~slnp CounCd 
I "A PROUD TRADITION AT JSU SINCE 1975" PROVIDING MEAL SERVICE ON THE CAMPUS AT JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY AT THE JACK HOPPER DINING HALL Choose from six different meal plans - one designed to meet your eating needs and "save you money." Conveniently located in the heart of the campus, it is the main social contact dace at JSU. 
1983 Marching ~allerinas 
Members o f  the 1983 Marching Ballerinas are, from left, first row, Sandy Spellman, Anniston; Mary Hudson, Anniston; Donna Hull, 
Chattanooga, TN; Donna Leach, Huntsville; Robbie Motes, Huntsville; Pat Daniels, Gadsden. Second row, from left, Karen Watford, 
Gadsden; Kim Moore, Riverdale, GA; Denis Shaddix, Newnan, GA; Penny Brackett, Smyma,  GA; Diana Sanderson, Jasper; Tracey Allan, 
Birmingham; Melissa Hurley, Gaylesuille; Melinda Hurley, Gaylesuille; June Williams, Eastaboga. Third row, fmm left, Susan Faust, 
Oneontq Stephanie Turner, Birmingham; Leisa Herron, Birmingham; Susan French, Gadsden; Gerri Tankersley, Decatur; Robbie 
Benefield, Heflin; Ginger Abney, Gadsden; Kristi Allan Birmingham; Leah Cobb, Weaver; Lee Anne Hamby, Anniston. Top row, from left, 
Tracy Thompson, Birmingham; Kelli Tennis, Florida; Phyllis Holderfield, Gadsden; Amanda Campbell, Douglasville, GA; Michele Leipert, 
Birmingham; Christy Massey, Marietta, GA; Kristi Rowe, Gadsden; Joy Dauidson, Gadsden; Donna Ammons, Birmingham; Linda 
Lawson, Birmingham. SAGA SEZ 
"SUPPORT OUR FIGHTING GAMECOCKS" 
9 COMPARE US! And SAVE! 

Can JSU keep the homecoming pace? 
By STEVE CAMP 
Sports Edltor 
After the glitter of a 
, playoff push has ended, after 
the constant publicity of 
being nationally ranked, 
there remains one big event 
for a football team to look 
ahead to. That figure on the 
horizon is a school's 
homecoming, and that event 
for the Jacksonville 
Gamecocks' is this Saturday 
at Paul Snow Stadium. m e  
the student body and the 
community focus their at- 
tention on the morning 
para& and various other 
festivities, Coach Jim Fuller 
and his grid troops will be 
more interested with 
keeping JSU's undefeated 
homecoming streak intact. 
Thus far, the choice of an 
apponent for the main event 
couldn't be more in the 
Gamecocks favor. The 
Pacers of the University of 
Tennessee - Martin have had 
little to go in their favor thus 
far this season. 
UT-Martin enters this 
Saturday's contest with a 
dismal 2-6 record. The 
Pacers simply have not been 
successful in keeping pace 
with their opposition. 
Virtually all of their of- 
fensive categories show less 
productivity than that given 
up by their defensive unit. 
Many of these deficits are 
glaring: The UTM rushing 
attack has produced only an 
average of just over 75 yards 
per game while they yield 
nearly 220 per contest to the 
opponent. 
The Pacer passing attack 
also lacks in punch. Tk 
The always stingy JSU defense faces the Pacer's p n c h l e s s  offense. 
offense has collected only 3 
TD's via the air and 
averages a meager 6 
receptions per outing. 
With the less-than-average 
lleld on offense, the Pacer 
defense has had no more 
luck. This in part could be 
due to the fact that they are 
on the field for the major 
portion of the game. 
While UTM averages only 
8.5 points a contest, they 
surrender 31 to their o p  
ponents. The pacers rank 
&ad last in the Gulf South 
Conference in rushing 
defense, which mirrors their 
cellar standing in the same 
category on offense. 
Both junior Allen Porter 
and freshman David Coffey 
have begun to produce with 
more frequent regularity at 
the quarterback position. 
Combining with the likes of 
the Gamecock's quality 
receiving corps,*led by R a n  
Blanchard and Darry Evans, 
the JSU air show has begun 
to show the looks of previous 
seasons. 
The improved per- 
formances of the Jackson- 
ville State offensive line has 
also played a large role in 
the increased production. 
The front line has shaken off 
early season doubts and has 
begun dominating the line of 
What can be 
said about the Gamecock 
defensive unit that hasn't 
already been stated. Filled 
with several potential all- 
man and Troy Sanders, JSU 
has yielded only 135 yards on 
the ground. The kicking 
game would also have to be 
dubbed a s  a definite 
Gamecock advantage.  
Senior Kirk Patterson ranks 
second among GSC punters 
with an average of just under 
40 yards a kick. 
Chris Hobbs, a Jackson- 
ville native, continues to be 
the mark that all other 
If You were forced to The Jackmnville ground conference performers, the kickersintheconferenceare 
pinpoint the Pacer's game has become much "Red Bandits" have con- measured by. He is Deadly 
strongest asset, it would improved as well due to tinwmdy risen to the oc- accurate on field goal at- 
several reasons. The return casion, keeping the tern~ts inside 45 yards. and 
have to be their Pass ,Goi-w& Bioughin ~ a m e k k s  either ahead or has-missed only -two &a 
defense. Their average of from an injury has enabled within striking distance in points in his career a t  
just under 130 yards per the offense to m e  i n  every contest. Jacksonville State. 
game ranksthem third in the gear. Brou@ton has gained The pass defense, led by Based on the previous 
conference, POWers 100 plus yards in the past two senior safety Ralph Battle, is performances of the two 
such --. . as . North .-.. Alabama and contests. R e h a l d  w o e  tops in the conference.~hey teams and on the continually 
~lsslsslppi muege. 
On the other sideline, look 
for a team of a totally dif- 
ferent nature. Corning off of 
earlier season woes, Jim 
Fulk?r has his Gamecocks 
playing a much improved 
brand of football, the type 
that everyone expected them 
continues to carry the 
football extremely wen; 
Despite a facial injury that 
was said to have w o e  
sidelined for the duration of 
the season, he has played in 
each game. Last week, he 
too compiled over 100 yards 
on the ground. 
have surrendered on the 
average only 107 yards per 
game through the air. 
The Red Bandits front line 
defenders have been a s  
equally stingy. Behind the 
strong play of defensive 
tackle Alvin Wright, and 
linebackers Alonzo Black- 
improving performances of 
the Gamecocks, my 
prediction i s  that UT- 
Martin's wdrug?' problem 
will continue this Saturday. 
The Pacers will get drug up 
one side of the f ield and down 
the other. Look for the 
Gamecocks to win big. 
Dion Lc 
conquei 
By JEFF WARD 
DION LOWE, one of the 
Gamecock's top baseball 
players, views deter- 
mination as the most 
signi£icar.t factor needed to 
ex& not only on the mount 
but,also in life. In respects to 
the college game, LOWE has 
done just that-excel. 
However, success has not 
spoiled him. Immediate 
surroundings-his room, 
space, air and one book, 
placed bedside, pertaining to 
the history of baseball- 
suggest Lowe is somewhat 
reserved. Another element 
hinting at humbleness is the 
jazz music heard upon en- 
tering Lowe's quarters. 
According to Lowe, music 
provides a change "I feel I'm 
a person who likes tran- 
sition". A part of that 
transition is his favorite 
artist, A1 Jarreau. Why? 
Lowe feels Jarreau's ver- 
satile musical style captures 
the essence of his per- 
sonality. 
Former JSU star 
Dion Lowe was 
drafied by  the 
Philadelphia 
Phillies. 
"I feel the Lord has 
blessed me with the talent to 
play baseball," states Lowe. 
"Destined through the 
family", Lowe's baseball 
career began. His 
fascination with the game 
continued throughout high 
school in Lakewood, New 
Jersey. During Lowe's final 
year, he received a draft 
offer from the Texas 
Rangers, butdid not accept. 
Reason : "Money didn't 
weigh that heavy," declares 
Lowe. Also college life was a 
mystery Lowe felt had to be 
solved. 
That curiosity for college 
life brought Lnwe to JSU 
where he began his suc- 
cessful career in baseball. 
He achieved the ultimate 
goal of being drafted by a 
professional team. That 
team-the "PHILADELPHIA 
PHILLIES." Lowe prepared 
and still prepares for the 
future because, "Time waits 
for nobody", he says. To 
make all preparations pay 
off, bwe strives to improve 
his defensive playing and 
basestealing techniques but 
m a i n t a i n s  h i s  
aggressiveness. According 
to Lowe, as a part of his 




the game, "I must be a man 
while playing a child's 
game." Using these tactics, 
Lowe feels he can make it to 
mbl y 
game 
the top which is the hardest 
obstacle to overcome. 
Leisure time, distributed 
discreetly, is given to music, 
other sports, and friends. 
According to Lowe, success 
and happiness are nothing 
unless you have someone to 
share it with. Lowe simply 
says, "Friends are very 
important to me." 
A s  advice, Lowe offers, "If 
you feel professional 
baseball is yourcareer, don't 
hold back; strive now." 
The essence of Lowe's 
philosophy is, "If you'* 
willing to play the game 
you'll succeed- It has to 
come from the heart." 
Ala. Sports Festival set 
The Alabama Sports festival has been set 
for July 6,7 and 8. The location of this year's 
competition has been named and will be 
held at variowlocations around me city of 
Birmingham. 
This year's event will be sponsored by a 
number of state groups and organizations. 
These sponsors include the Amateur 
Athletes Society and the Governor's 
Commission on Physical Fitness, the City of 
Birmingham, Jefferson County, the Bir- 
mingham Area Chamber of Commerce, and 
the top recording group "Alabama". 
The festival is a statewide olympic - type 
competition designed to encourage the 
participation of the state's amateur, 
athletes. It is an event that is sponsored by 
the United States Olympic Committee.It is 
an attempt on their part to better prepare 
the nation's potential Olympic represen- 
tatives for competition of that nature. 
Registration for the event is free and is 
open to Alabama residents of all ages. As 
many as 15 separate sports could be offered 
with the exact location of each being set at a ' 
later date. 
Additional information can be obtained by 
contacting the office of the Governor's 
Commission on Physical Fitness, 11 South 
Union Street, Montgomery, Alabama 36130 
or call 832-5686. 
AT GOLDEN CORRAL . FRESH CUT DAILY, 
WE SERVE ONLY NEVER FROZEN. 
USDA CHOI_CE BEEF, 
U 6oz.SIRLOI 
I Dinner inr!udsi ixr i o sh  cut USOA ( i!olt r i~~rlr-tn Steak Ri h u  L r i  to ii:i : r e  i d  : 5 L j  C 1 1 : T i .  . ,enid  ;>izi-. cc with I 
I Garden.fresh Salad Bar, you: cholce oflaige Haired i'c~rate ci fresh-cur Fre;:ch you! choice t~l'jrcl'pcri 3rd o~iioris ~ l r  :::L:: jl!c,i>ni (!I.::.). .El Riti C ~ r e  tc, E a t  Fries.Texas Toas:.a:-.d Beverage. Garden-fresh Salad Hdr,juur C ~ O I C Y  o! I . : T ~ v  3,i:ied R~:atc~ i.1 fzrstr rut French 
I Coopon good for all members of your party. Not mild when used Frir\,Tems hs! , i : :d  Bwi>ritge 
I 




:>,>is% :,,' , !:.t> : > :, 
Banquet facilities available. 2928 McClellan Boulevard 
For more information call 237-1421. Anniston, Ala. 
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Gamecocks 'turn over' the mu Statesmen , 34-14 - 
By STEVE CAMP On the kick, the goal. That brought the mustered a late Delta State defense capped off their FUler seemed pleased with 
Sport6 Edltor Gamecocks' special teams margin to 17-3. offensive drive and the stellar performance. Troy his squad's victory in the 
U& rose to the occasion. The F'dk's scoring show took Statesmen cut the lead to 24- Sanders stole a Butler pass must-win situation. 
"Our team is starting to punt was blocked by Nath up right where it left off. 6 at intermission. and rolled down to the Delta "We controlled the football 
get more confidence." Those Baker and picked up by Wit3 the ball resting on their DSU began the second tilt State l % y d  line before just as I had hoped we 
were the words of Ralph Battle who returned it own 25, the Gamecocks scoring. The Statesmen being shoved out-of-bounds. would," said Fuller. "Our 
Jacksonville State Head for a JSU touchdown. executed a flawless fake assembled their last drive of Men Porter made good on plan was to control the 
Coach Jim Fuller Mondayas The Chris Hobbs PAT reverse. Walter Broughton the day ending it in a TD the turnover. He im- football. We wanted to keep 
he commented on his t& followed and the Gamecocks scampered 75 of his 146 plus sprint by Ronnie Parker. mediately found Fran it away from Scott Butler 
34-14 victory last Saturday had rushed to an early 1M) game total yards for the m e  2-Point try was suc- EUanchard in the ~ ~ d z o n e f o r  because we knew what he 
third JSU -&-in. ~ o b b s  cessful and the lead stood at the gme9s final TD. The could do with the football." 
game soon ended and JSU The Gamecocks brought 
In the women's 5k former 
ners were from Troy State. Coach Slaughter predicted The team an- earlier that this season 
nounced the GSC were would be the best JSU Cross 
$2.00 off any 1 6  
2-item or more pizza Domino's Pizza has been One coupon per pizza helping students study 
for over twenty years. 
Keep~ng you first in class College Center 
has made us the number 
one pizza delivery com- 
61983 Domino's Plua Inc 
--11~1111111111 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
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